Introduction to the Odyssey escape room

collaborative background building

Students play as Telemachus, Odysseus’ son who has been left behind on Ithaca. They work
through ten texts to solve a mystery and prove their worth. Along the way, they learn about
the gods and goddesses, the characters in the epic, and life and customs on Itacha.

Includes full digital version with interactive images and answer validation.

This game is heavy on the reading, but retains plenty of exploration. You can hide
clue cards throughout your classroom to encourage student movement.

Students also have opportunities to solve riddles and jigsaw puzzles to increase
collaboration and critical thinking.

Includes a full Teacher’s Guide to help you prepare this game with confidence!
Everything is laid out step-by-step. You also get optional hint cards (in verse!).

Includes a Fact Sheet, Quiz, and questions for (optional) further research.

Frequently Asked Questions
How long will this take students?
I generally estimate that on-level ninth graders can complete the digital version in 60 minutes and the paper
version in 75 minutes. However, since this is a reading-heavy game, this could vary widely. It will also take longer
if your students haven’t done many escape rooms before. Many teachers like to split this game over two
45-minute class periods. They track groups’ times for tasks 1-5 and then tasks 5-10 on day #2. Then, they add
these times together.
Can students work in groups?
Yes! I recommend groups of three so that everyone can see the texts. This also gives everyone a good amount
of work to do. Groups can also choose a leader who will write down clues and keep their team on track. On
many remote connectivity platforms like Zoom or Microsoft Teams, you can create breakout rooms so that you
can jump in and help teams who need it.
How can I adapt this for younger students?
It is a very reading-heavy game. For 5th-7th graders, you’ll definitely want to spread the game out over two or
three lessons. You know your students best, so I recommend you test the game first. You can also figure out if
you want to give students hints at certain points.
Do I have to test the game first?
I strongly recommend you do. If you’re using the digital version, be sure to test it on a school computer to make
sure you don’t have issues with district security settings.

Frequently Asked Questions
How can I make this more challenging?
You can have students follow up Game Day with the included quiz to make sure they’re retaining what they
read. You can also use the included Fact Sheet and Further Questions for Research to have students dive
deeper into the era.
Can I add physical locks?
This game does not require physical locks. However, you can easily add physical locks to any of my paper
escape rooms. Here’s a video showing you how.
I’d like to make my own games. Can you teach me how?
Yes! Here are some resources I’ve created to help you make (and sell!) games for any text or topic:
ELA Escape Room (editable for any text)
ELA Escape Room Template Kit
If you have any other questions, you can email me at nouvelle.ela@gmail.com

Happy Teaching!

